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Abstract. Several kinds of quantum pushdown automaton models have
been proposed, and their computational power is investigated inten-
sively. However, for some quantum pushdown automaton models, it is
not known whether quantum models are at least as powerful as classical
counterparts or not. This is due to the reversibility restriction. In this pa-
per, we introduce a new quantum pushdown automaton model that has
a garbage tape. This model can overcome the reversibility restriction by
exploiting the garbage tape to store popped symbols. We show that the
proposed model can simulate any quantum pushdown automaton with a
classical stack as well as any probabilistic pushdown automaton. We also
show that our model can solve a certain promise problem exactly while
deterministic pushdown automata cannot. These results imply that our
model is strictly more powerful than classical counterparts in the setting
of exact, one-sided error and non-deterministic computation.
Keywords: quantum pushdown automata, deterministic pushdown au-
tomata, quantum computation models
1 Introduction
One important question in quantum computing is whether a computational gap
exists between models that are allowed to use quantum effects and models that
are not. Several types of quantum computation models have been proposed,
including quantum finite automata, quantum counter automata, and quantum
pushdown automata. Quantum finite automata are the simplest model of quan-
tum computation, and have been investigated intensively[3,4,5,7,8,13,14,15,17,21,22,23,25,26,27].
Several quantum automata augmented with additional computational resources
have also been proposed, including quantum counter automata and quantum
pushdown automata [6,12,16,17,18,19,22,28,29].
It might be a surprising result that some of simple quantum computation
models can be less powerful than classical counterparts[15,28,29] due to the re-
versibility restriction. Thus, it is a natural question what kinds of restrictions
make quantum models less powerful than classical counterparts, and what kinds
of computational resources make quantum models more powerful. Motivated by
those questions, quantum pushdown automata have been investigated. Quan-
tum pushdown automata were first proposed in [17], but their model is the
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generalized quantum pushdown automata whose evolution does not have to be
unitary. Then Golovkins proposed quantum pushdown automata including uni-
tarity criteria[12], and he showed that quantum pushdown automata can recog-
nize every regular language and some non-context-free languages. However, it is
still open whether Golovkins’s model of quantum pushdown automata are more
powerful than probabilistic pushdown automata or not. In [18], it is shown that
a certain promise problem can be solved exactly by Golovkins’s model of quan-
tum pushdown automata while it cannot be solved by deterministic pushdown
automata. However, it is not known whether Golovkins’s model can simulate
any deterministic pushdown automaton or not. This is because quantum com-
putation models must be reversible while pop operation deletes the stack-top
symbol, which is not a reversible operation. In [19], a quantum pushdown au-
tomaton model that has a classical stack is proposed, and it is shown that the
model is strictly more powerful than classical counterparts in the setting of one-
sided error as well as non-deterministic computation.
The above mentioned results are for the models whose state transitions are
described by unitary operators. It is known that by allowing more general op-
erators such as trace preserving completely positive (TPCP) maps, quantum
finite automata can simulate classical counterparts as well as several quantum
finite automata mentioned above[13,14]. These results were generalized and it
was shown how to define general quantum operators for other models in [27].
For counter automata and pushdown automata, it is also known that general-
ized quantum models (i.e., the models that can use TPCP maps) can simulate
classical counterparts[22,23].
In this paper, we focus on the restricted quantum computation models (i.e.,
the models whose state transitions are described by unitary operators) rather
than the general models (i.e., the models whose state transitions are described
by TPCP maps). As mentioned above, it is known that the generalized quan-
tum computation models can simulate classical counterparts and sometimes can
be strictly more powerful than classical counterparts. Nevertheless, studying re-
stricted models is important. That is, our goal is to investigate what kinds of
restriction makes quantum models less powerful and under what kinds of restric-
tions quantum models are still more powerful than classical counterparts. This
could lead to understand the source of the power of quantum computation in
architecturally restricted models such as quantum automata.
Motivated by these discussions, we introduce a new model of quantum push-
down automata, called quantum pushdown automata with a garbage tape. This
model has a garbage tape on which popped symbols are stored, and thus, we
can pop the stack-top symbol preserving reversibility. The garbage tape is a
write-only memory, and thus, classical pushdown automata cannot exploit it.
A quantum computation model that has a write-only memory was proposed in
[24]. The model uses a write-only memory in order to control interference be-
tween distinct computation paths. In our model, the write-only garbage tape
is restricted to store popped symbols. Also the similar notion of garbage tapes
were proposed in [8,21]. In those models, a garbage tape is used to make transi-
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tions reversible. Our model is constructed so as to take advantages of both of a
write-only tape and a garbage tape.
Another motivation is that it is expected that investigating quantum push-
down automata reveals how last-in first-out manner of memory access affects (or
limits) quantum computation. However, for this purpose, Golovkins’s model[12]
is too restrictive on pop operation, i.e., we can pop a stack-top symbol only if
we can delete stack-top symbol preserving reversibility. Thus, we cannot identify
from which the impossibilities come from, reversibility or last-in first-out man-
ner of memory access. In contrast, our model is useful for this purpose since pop
operations can always be executed preserving reversibility.
In this paper, we show that the proposed model can simulate any quan-
tum pushdown automaton with a classical stack, which is proposed in [19], as
well as any classical pushdown automaton. It is known that quantum pushdown
automata with a classical stack are strictly more powerful than classical coun-
terparts in the setting of one-sided error and non-deterministic computation[19].
Thus, so is our model. We also show that our model can solve a certain promise
problem (Problem I) exactly while deterministic pushdown automata cannot.
This implies that our model is strictly more powerful than classical counter-
parts also in the setting of exact computation. It is a common technique to
apply the pumping lemma (or Ogden’s lemma[20], which is a generalization of
the pumping lemma) in order to show that a language is not context-free, i.e.,
pushdown automata cannot recognize the language. However, our problem is a
promise problem. Thus, we cannot apply the pumping lemma to our case.1 In
[2], the pumping lemma is proved through the analysis of pushdown automata.
We modify their notion of full state, and use it to show the impossibility by di-
rectly analyzing time evolution of pushdown automata. This is a new technique
to prove that a certain promise problem cannot be computed by pushdown au-
tomata. For OBDD models, an impossibility proof for a certain partial function,
which is a function counterpart of promise problems, was shown recently in [1].
This paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we define quantum pushdown
automata with a garbage tape. In Sect. 3, we show how to simulate classical
pushdown automata and quantum pushdown automata with a classical stack by
quantum pushdown automata with a garbage tape. In Sect. 4, we show there
is a promise problem that quantum pushdown automata with a garbage tape
can solve exactly while deterministic pushdown automata cannot. In Sect. 5, we
discuss comparison between quantum pushdown automata with and without a
garbage tape.
2 Preliminaries
A quantum pushdown automaton with a garbage tape (QPAG) has an input
tape, a stack and a garbage tape. A QPAG also has a finite state control. The
1 As far as the author knows, [18] is the only exception in which the pumping lemma is
used for a promise problem. The technique in [18] can be applied only to the limited
cases.
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input tape contains a classical input string, and its tape head is implemented by
qubits that represent the position of the tape head. The stack and the garbage
tape are implemented by qubits that represent contents of the stack and the
garbage tape, respectively. The finite state control is also implemented by qubits
that represents the current state. A QPAG reads the stack top symbol and the
input symbol pointed by the input tape-head, and then evolves as follows: The
tape head can move to the right or stay at the same position, the finite state
control moves to the next state, and a stack symbol is pushed to the stack or
popped from the stack. When we pop a symbol from the stack, the popped
symbol is written on the garbage tape, moving the garbage tape head to the
right. This allows a QPAG to pop the stack top symbol preserving reversibility.
We define QPAGs formally as follows.
Definition 1. A quantum pushdown automaton with a garbage tape (QPAG) is
defined as the following 7-tuple: M = (Q,Σ, Γ, δ, q0, Qacc, Qrej), where Q is a set
of states, Σ is a set of input symbols including the left and the right endmarkers
{|c, $}, respectively, Γ is a set of stack symbols including the bottom symbol Z, δ is
a quantum state transition function (δ : (Q×Σ×Γ×Q×G∪{ε, pop}×{0, 1}})−→
C), where G(⊆ (Γ \{Z})+) is a finite set and (Γ \{Z})+ is the set of all nonempty
strings of finite length from alphabet Γ \ {Z}, q0 is the initial state, Qacc (⊆ Q)
is the set of accepting states, and Qrej (⊆ Q) is the set of rejecting states, where
Qacc ∩Qrej = ∅. ⊓⊔
δ(q, a, b, q′, b′, D) = α means that the amplitude of the transition from q to
q′ updating the input tape head to D (D = 1 means ‘right’ and D = 0 means
‘stay’) and pushing b′ to the stack (or popping the stack-top symbol if b′ = pop)
is α when reading input symbol a and stack symbol b. A configuration of a QPAG
is (q, k, ws, wg), where q ∈ Q is the current state of the finite state control, k
is the position of the input tape head, and ws and wg are the strings on the
stack and the garbage tape, respectively. We store a configuration of a QPAG in
a quantum register, where a basis state is described as |q, k, ws, wg〉. For input
string x, we define the time evolution operator Ux as follows:
Ux(|q, k, wsb, wg〉)
=
∑
q′∈Q,b′∈G∪{ε,pop},D∈{0,1}
δ(q, x(k), b, q′, b′, D)
∣∣q′, k +D,w′s, w′g〉 ,
where x(k) is the k-th input symbol of input x,
w′s =
{
wsbb
′ if b′ 6= pop
ws if b
′ = pop
and w′g =
{
wg if b
′ 6= pop
wgb if b
′ = pop (b is the popped stack-top symbol).
If Ux is unitary (for any input string x), then the corresponding QPAG is
well-formed. A well-formed QPAG is considered valid in terms of the quantum
theory. We consider only well-formed QPAGs. Let the initial quantum state and
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the initial position of the input tape head be q0 and ‘0’, respectively. We define
|ψ0〉 as |ψ0〉 = |q0, 0, Z, ε〉. We also define Enon, Eacc and Erej as follows:
Enon = span{|q, k, ws, wg〉 |q 6∈ Qacc and q 6∈ Qrej},
Eacc = span{|q, k, ws, wg〉 |q ∈ Qacc}, Erej = span{|q, k, ws, wg〉 |q ∈ Qrej}.
We define observable O as O = Enon ⊕ Eacc ⊕ Erej . For notational simplicity,
we define the outcome of a measurement corresponding to Ej as j for j ∈
{non, acc, rej}. A QPAG computation proceeds as follows:
(a) Ux is applied to |ψi〉, and we obtain |ψi+1〉 = Ux |ψi〉.
(b) |ψi+1〉 is measured with respect to O. Let |φj〉 be the projection of |ψi+1〉 to
Ej . Then each outcome j is obtained with probability | |φj〉 |2. Note that this
measurement causes |ψi+1〉 to collapse to
1
||φj〉|
|φj〉, where j is the obtained
outcome.
(c) If the outcome of the measurement is acc or rej, the automaton outputs the
measurement result and halts. Otherwise, go to (a).
To check well-formedness, we show the following theorem.
Theorem 1. A QPAG M is well-formed if the quantum state transition func-
tion of M satisfies the following conditions.
1. ∀(q, a, b) ∈ Q×Σ × Γ ,
Σq′∈Q,b′∈G∪{ε,pop},D∈{0,1}|δ(q, a, b, q
′, b′, D)|2 = 1,
2. ∀(q1, a, b) 6= (q2, a, b) ∈ Q×Σ × Γ ,
Σq′∈Q,b′∈G∪{ε,pop},D∈{0,1}δ
∗(q1, a, b, q
′, b′, D)δ(q2, a, b, q
′, b′, D) = 0,
3. (a) ∀(q1, a, b1) 6= (q2, a, b2) ∈ Q ×Σ × Γ , ∀b3 ∈ G ∪ {ε},
Σq′∈Q,D∈{0,1}δ
∗(q1, a, b1, q
′, ε,D)δ(q2, a, b2, q
′, b3b1, D) = 0,
(b) ∀(q1, a, b1) 6= (q2, a, b2) ∈ Q ×Σ × Γ , ∀b3 ∈ G ∪ {ε},
Σq′∈Q,D∈{0,1}δ
∗(q1, a, b1, q
′, pop,D)δ(q2, a, b2, q
′, b3, D) = 0,
4. ∀(q1, a1, b) 6= (q2, a2, b) ∈ Q×Σ × Γ ,
Σq′∈Q,b∈G∪{ε,pop}δ
∗(q1, a1, b, q
′, b′, 0)δ(q2, a2, b, q
′, b′, 1) = 0,
5. (a) ∀(q1, a1, b1) 6= (q2, a2, b2) ∈ Q×Σ×Γ , ∀D1 6= D2 ∈ {0, 1}, ∀b3 ∈ G∪{ε},
Σq′∈Qδ
∗(q1, a1, b1, q
′, ε,D1)δ(q2, a2, b2, q
′, b3b1, D2) = 0,
(b) ∀(q1, a1, b1) 6= (q2, a2, b2) ∈ Q×Σ×Γ , ∀D1 6= D2 ∈ {0, 1}, ∀b3 ∈ G∪{ε},
Σq′∈Qδ
∗(q1, a1, b1, q
′, pop,D1)δ(q2, a2, b2, q
′, b3, D2) = 0,
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Proof. The matrix Ux is unitary if and only if the columns of Ux are orthonor-
mal. The condition (1) implies that each column of Ux is normalized. The rest
of the conditions implies any two distinct columns are orthogonal. The condition
(2) is for the columns corresponding to the configurations in which only the state
is different. The conditions (3-a) and (3-b) are for the columns corresponding
to the configurations in which the position of the tape-head is the same but the
stack contents are different. The condition (4) is for the columns corresponding
to the configurations in which the position of the tape-head is different but the
stack contents are the same. The conditions (5-a) and (5-b) are for the columns
corresponding to the configurations in which the position of the tape head is
different and the stack contents are also different. Note that in the case of (3-b)
and (5-b), the contents of the garbage tape are different between the two con-
figurations; one is shorter than the other by one symbol. Also note that in the
case of the rest, the contents of the garbage tape are the same between the two
configurations. ⊓⊔
3 Simulation of QCPDAs
In this section, we show that a QPAG can simulate a quantum pushdown au-
tomaton with a classical stack (QCPDA). Since QCPDAs can simulate any prob-
abilistic pushdown automata[19], QPAGs can simulate any probabilistic push-
down automata as well. We describe the definitions of probabilistic pushdown
automata and QCPDAs in Appendices A and B, respectively, or readers may re-
fer to [19]. A quantum pushdown automaton with a classical stack(QCPDA) is a
quantum pushdown automaton whose classical stack operations are determined
by measurement results. We can use the garbage tape so that if we measure
the garbage tape, the stack contents will be identical among all the basis states
contained in the resulting superposition. Therefore, we can simulate a QCPDA
by a QPAG.
Theorem 2. Let Mqc = (Q,Σ, Γ, δ, q0, σ,Qacc, Qrej) be a QCPDA. Then, there
exists a QPAG Mq such that for any input, the acceptance probability of Mq is
the same as that of Mqc.
Proof. For a transition of Mqc from state q to q
′ moving the input tape head
to D, we construct the corresponding transitions of Mq, which consist of three
successive transitions, as follows: Note that the stack operation of Mqc is deter-
mined solely by the state q′ to which it transits, denoted by σ(q′). We add two
new states qa and qb to Q and also add σ(q
′) to Γ . Then, we replace the original
transition with the transition from q to qa such that the stack operation is the
same as the original transition (σ(q′)), the direction of the tape head is D and
the transition probability is also the same. We define the transition from qa to
qb, whose probability is one, as a transition pushing the label σ(q
′) to the stack,
the input tape head staying at the same position. We also define the transition
from qb to q
′, whose probability is one, as a transition popping σ(q′) from the
stack and moving it to the garbage tape, the input tape head staying at the
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same position. This records the history of stack operations in the garbage tape.
Thus, if the history of stack operations are different between two computation
paths, they do not interfere with each other since the contents of the garbage
tape are different. This means that if we measure the garbage tape, the contents
of the stack are identical between any basis states contained in the resulting
superposition at any moment of computation. In other words, if we trace out
the garbage tape, then, the stack configuration is not in a superposition but in
a classical mixture of basis states. Thus, it can be regarded as a classical stack,
and the resulting QPAG Mq simulates the original QCPDA Mqc. ⊓⊔
It is known that QCPDAs can recognize a certain non-context-free language
with one-sided error[19]. This means that QPAGs are strictly more powerful
than classical pushdown automata in the setting of one-sided error as well as
non-deterministic computation.
Corollary 1. The class of languages recognized by one-sided error QPAGs prop-
erly includes the class of languages recognized by one-sided error probabilistic
pushdown automaton as well as by non-deterministic pushdown automaton. ⊓⊔
4 Possibility and Impossibility of Solving a Certain
Promise Problem
We say that two strings, u and v, have even (resp. odd) distinctions, denoted by
u
e
∼ v (resp. u
o
∼ v), if |u| = |v| and u and v are different at even (resp. odd)
number of positions. For example, 1100
e
∼ 1111 since the third and the fourth
bits are different between the two strings, and 1000
o
∼ 1111 since the second,
the third and the fourth bits are different between the two strings. We define a
promise problem, Problem I, as follows:
Problem I The input is promised to be of the form w1#w2#w3, where w1, w2 ∈
{a, b, c}n and w3 ∈ {a, b, c, d}n.
Yes-instances are formed by the strings w1#w2#w3 such that
((w1
e
∼ wR2 ) xor (w1
e
∼ wR3 )) = 1.
No-instances are formed by the strings w1#w2#w3 such that
((w1
e
∼ wR2 ) xor (w1
e
∼ wR3 )) = 0.
⊓⊔
We show that QPAGs can solve Problem I exactly while deterministic push-
down automata cannot solve it. This result combined with Theorem 2 implies
that QPAGs are strictly more powerful than classical pushdown automata in the
setting of exact computation.
Theorem 3. There exists a QPAG that solves Problem I exactly.
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Proof. We use the same technique as in Theorem 3.1 of [18]. We construct a
QPAG,M , that solves Problem I as follows: We consider two sub-automata,M1
and M2, such that M1 (resp. M2) computes whether w1
e
∼ wR2 (resp. w1
e
∼ wR3 ),
and run them in a superposition. It is straightforward to see thatM1 andM2 can
be implemented by reversible deterministic pushdown automata with a garbage
tape, which is a special case of QPAGs, and we can constructM1 andM2 so that
the contents of the garbage tape at the moment of reading the right-endmarker
can be the same between the two sub-automata. Then, we utilize the algorithm
in [9] (the improved Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm[11]) to compute the exclusive-or
exactly using the two sub-automata as the oracle for Deutsch’s problem[10]. We
show the transition function of M in Appendix C. ⊓⊔
The reason why we can use the same technique as in Theorem 3.1 of [18] even
though our model and the model used in [18] seems incomparable is the following.
When the stack-top symbol is popped, it is always written in the garbage tape
in our model. This makes an entanglement between the stack contents and the
garbage tape. Sometimes, this can be an unwanted behavior and make our model
weaker than the model in [18]. However, in our algorithm shown in the proof
of Theorem 3, the contents of the garbage tape at the moment of reading the
right-endmarker can be the same between the two sub-automata. Therefore, the
stack contents and the garbage tape are separable at the moment of reading the
right-endmarker, which causes no problem when using the same technique in
Theorem 3.1 of [18].
In the following, we show that no deterministic pushdown automata can solve
Problem I.
Theorem 4. No deterministic pushdown automata can solve Problem I. ⊓⊔
We introduce several lemmas in order to prove Theorem 4. We divide w1 into
two segments w1 = w1Lw1R. Similarly, we divide w2 and w3 as w2 = w2Lw2R and
w3 = w3Lw3R, respectively. In the following discussion, we assume that there
exists a deterministic pushdown automaton that solves Problem I. Let hmax(k)
be the maximum height of the stack over all w1’s at the moment of reading
the k-th symbol of w1. Note that stack height can increase at most O(1) when
reading each symbol2. Then, it is obvious that there is a constant, c, for which
the following holds:
hmax(
n
c
) < log|Γ |
(
3
c−1
c
n/(#states · n(n+ 1))
)
,
where #states denotes the number of states of the finite state control, and
n = |w1|. We fix such a constant c, and also fix the length of w1L to be n/c.
We say that pushdown automaton M is in a state-configuration of (q, a) if
M is in the state q and the stack-top symbol is a. In other words, a state-
configuration is a configuration of a pushdown automaton ignoring the posi-
tion of the tape head and the stack contents except for the stack-top. The
2 Note that, on the other hand, stack height may decrease more than ω(1) when
reading each input symbol.
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notion of a state-configuration is a modification of the notion of full state in
[2]. Note that the tape head can be stationary at a transition. Thus, the stack
height can increase (or decrease) multiple times with multiple transitions during
reading one symbol. Let hb(i) and cb(i) denote the stack height and the state-
configuration, respectively, immediately before reading the i-th symbol of the
input. Also let ha(i) denote the set of stack heights that consists of the stack
height after reading the i-th symbol and the stack heights during reading the
(i+ 1)-th symbol with the tape head being stationary on the (i+ 1)-th symbol.
For each h ∈ ha(i), let ca(i, h) be the corresponding state-configuration. We de-
fine the notations “hb(i) > ha(j)” and “hb(i)− ha(j)” as follows: hb(i) > ha(j)
iff hb(i) > minh′∈ha(j)h
′. hb(i)−ha(j) = hb(i)−minh′∈ha(j)h
′. A zero-stack pair
is a pair (l, r) (1 ≤ l < r ≤ n) such that hb(l) ∈ ha(r) and hb(l) 6> ha(t) for any
t (l < t < r). Then, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1. We fix w1 arbitrarily. Let (i, j) be a zero-stack pair such that the
maximum of hb(k) − ha(l) for i < k < l < j is ω(1). Then, for any zero-stack
pair (i′, j′) (1 ≤ i′ < j′ < i or j < i′ < j′ ≤ n), the maximum of hb(k) − ha(l)
for i′ < k < l < j′ is O(1).
Proof. We consider a zero-stack pair (i, j) (1 ≤ i < j ≤ n) such that the
maximum of hb(k) − ha(l) for i < k < l < j is ω(1). Let the maximum
(resp. minimum) height of the stack during processing from the i-th symbol
to the j-th symbol be hmax (resp. hmin). Note that hmax − hmin > ω(1). For
each h ∈ {hmin, . . . , hmax}, let ZSh be the set of zero-stack pairs such that
ZSh = {(l, r)|hb(l) = h, i ≤ l < r ≤ j}. Note that for at least a constant
fraction of {hmin, . . . , hmax}, ZSh is nonempty. For each h ∈ {hmin, . . . , hmax},
we choose at most one (lh, rh) ∈ ZSh such that lh < lh+1 and rh+1 ≤ rh.
It is obvious that we can have such (lh, rh)’s for at least a constant fraction of
{hmin, . . . , hmax}. Let (ca(k, h), t) be a pair of a state-configuration and an input
symbol where t ∈ Σ is the input symbol pointed by the tape head at the moment
when the automaton is in the state-configuration ca(k, h) with the k and h. Then,
there exists two distinct zero-stack pairs (lh1 , rh1) and (lh2 , rh2) (h1 < h2) such
that cb(lh1) = cb(lh2) and (ca(rh1 , h1), t) = (ca(rh2 , h2), t) for some t since |Σ|
and the number of possible state-configurations are both O(1) while we have ω(1)
pairs of (lh, rh)’s. We divide w1 as w1 = uvxyz where u = w1(1) · · ·w1(lh1 − 1),
v = w1(lh1) · · ·w1(lh2 − 1), x = w1(lh2) · · ·w1(rh2), y = w1(rh2 + 1) · · ·w1(rh1 ),
and z = w1(rh1 +1) · · ·w1(n), where w1(i) denotes the i-th symbol of w1. Then,
for any i ≥ 0, the configuration after reading uvixyiz and the configuration after
reading uvxyz are the same, including the contents of the stack.
We assume that there exists two zero-stack pairs (i1, j1) and (i2, j2) (1 ≤ i1 <
j1 < i2 < j2 ≤ n) such that the maximum of hb(k) − ha(l) for i1 < k < l < j1
and the maximum for i2 < k < l < j2 are both ω(1). Then, we can divide w1
in two ways: w1 = ukvkxkykzk with (ik, jk) (k ∈ {1, 2}). It is obvious that there
exist p and q such that |u1v
p
1x1y
p
1z1| = |u2v
q
2x2y
q
2z2|. Thus, there exist two inputs
u1v
p
1x1y
p
1z1 and u2v
q
2x2y
q
2z2 for which the configurations after reading the two
inputs are the same, including the contents of the stack. This implies that for
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any completion of the inputs, both of u1v
p
1x1y
p
1z1 and u2v
q
2x2y
q
2z2 leads to the
same answer, which is a contradiction. ⊓⊔
Let wpref be a string for which there is a zero-stack pair (i, j) and the
maximum of hb(k) − ha(l) for i < k < l < j is ω(1) where |wpref | = c|w1L|
for some constant c (0 < c < 1). If there is no such zero-stack pair for any
long enough wpref , we define wpref to be an empty string. We fix such a
wpref . We define a
+ = b, b+ = c, c+ = a. For two strings u, v ∈ {a, b, c}n,
we say u ≤ v iff [(u(k) = x) −→ (v(k) = x or v(k) = x+)], where x ∈
{a, b, c} and u(k) (resp. v(k)) represents the k-th symbol of u (resp. v). Let
WLall be the set of w1L’s such that WLall = {wprefa|w1L|−|wpref |−kbk|0 ≤
k ≤ |w1L|−|wpref |−1} (= {wprefaaa . . . aaa, wprefaaa . . . aab, wprefaaa . . . abb,
wprefaaa . . . bbb, . . . , wprefabb . . . bbb}). Note that for any two distinct u, v ∈WL,
u ≤ v or v ≤ u. Then, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. There exists WL ⊆ WLall satisfying the following conditions: (1)
Any w ∈ WL leads to the same state-configuration, say CWL. (2) Given a
constant c, after reading w, the stack contents between the top and the c-th from
the top are the same among all w ∈ WL. (3) |WL| = Θ(n). ⊓⊔
Proof. There exists a constant fraction of WLall, which is WL, satisfying the
first and the second conditions of the lemma since the number of possible state-
configurations is a constant and the number of possible stack contents between
the top and the c-th from the top is also a constant. It is obvious that |WL| =
Θ(n) since |WLall| = |w1L| − |wpref | = Θ(n). ⊓⊔
We consider the case that the following Condition I holds:
Condition I There exists w1L ∈ WL and w2L such that for at least 1/(n+ 1)
fraction of {w1R}, stack height is less than log|Γ |(3
n−|w1L|/(#states · n(n+1)))
at the moment of reading the last symbol of w1Lw1Rw2L. ⊓⊔
In this case, at the moment when stack height is less than log|Γ |(3
n−|w1L|/
(#states · n(n + 1))), the number of possible configurations (including stack
contents and the position of the input tape head) is less than 1
n+13
n−|w1L|,
which means there exist at least two distinct partial inputs w1Lw1Rw2L and
w1Lw
′
1Rw2L that result in the same configuration (including stack contents and
the position of an input tape head) since |{w1R}| = 3n−|w1L|. Thus both of
w1Lw1Rw2L and w1Lw
′
1Rw2L lead to the same answer for any completion of
the rest of the input. This is a contradiction. Thus, we can say the nega-
tion of Condition I holds. In this case, given w2, at every step of processing
w2, for at most 1/(n + 1) fraction of {w1R}, stack height becomes less than
log|Γ |(3
n−|w1L|/(#states · n(n + 1))). Thus, for at most n/(n + 1) fraction of
{w1R}, stack height becomes less than log|Γ |(3
n−|w1L|/(#states ·n(n+1))) while
processing w2; for at least 1/(n + 1) fraction of {w1R}, stack height is always
more than or equal to log|Γ |(3
n−|w1L|/(#states · n(n+1))) while processing w2.
We consider the case that the following Condition II holds:
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Condition II For any w1L ∈WL and w2, at least 1/(n+1) fraction of {w1R},
stack height is always greater than or equal to log|Γ |(3
n−|w1L|/(#states·n(n+1)))
while processing w2. ⊓⊔
We define w3L as the prefix of w3 such that stack height is always higher
than hˆ−O(1) (= hˆ′) during reading w1Rw2w3L and it becomes hˆ′ when reading
the last symbol of w3L, where hˆ denotes the stack height after reading the last
symbol of w1L. If stack height is always higher than hˆ
′ during reading w3, we
define w3L = w3.
Lemma 3. We assume that there exists a deterministic pushdown automaton
that solves Problem I. Then, there exist w1R, k (1 ≤ k ≤ n) and a set W2 of w2’s
such that, starting from CWL, w1Rw2w3L leads to the same state-configuration
for all w2 ∈ W2 where w3L = dk, stack height is always greater than or equal to
hˆ−O(1), and |W2| = Ω(
1
n2
3n), where CWL is as in Lemma 2.
Proof. Note that for each w2, there are more than
1
n+13
|w1R| of w1R’s for which
stack height is always greater than or equal to log|Γ |(3
n−|w1L|/(#states · n(n+
1))) while processing w2 by Condition II. This means that for some w1R, there
are Ω( 1
n
3n) of w2’s for which stack height is always greater than or equal to
log|Γ |(3
n−|w1L|/(#states · n(n+ 1))) while processing w2. By Lemma 1 and the
fact that hˆ < log|Γ |(3
|w1R|/(#states ·n(n+1))), the lemma follows immediately.
⊓⊔
We fix w1R, k and W2 as those in Lemma 3 in the following. For WL in
Lemma 2, the following lemma holds.
Lemma 4. We assume that there exists a deterministic pushdown automaton
that solves Problem I. For w1R, k and W2 in Lemma 3, there exist w1L ∈ WL
and two distinct partial inputs w1Lw1Rw2w3L and w1Lw1Rw
′
2w3L (w2, w
′
2 ∈W2
and w3L = d
k) such that w1
e
∼ wR2 and w1
o
∼ w′R2 .
Proof. Let WL = {w11L, w
2
1L, . . . , w
m
1L} where w
i
1L ≤ w
i+1
1L . W
1
2,even denotes the
set of w2 ∈ {a, b, c}n such that w11Lw1R
e
∼ wR2 . Also W
2
2,even denotes the set
of w2 ∈ W 12 such that w
2
1Lw1R
e
∼ wR2 . Similarly, W
i
2,even denotes the set of
w2 ∈W
i−1
2,even such that w
i
1Lw1R
e
∼ wR2 . In other words, for all w2 ∈W
i
2,even and
j ≤ i, wj1Lw1R
e
∼ wR2 . We show that |W
i
2,even| ≤ c|W
i−1
2,even| for some constant
c < 1 in the following. We consider the positions at which wi−11L and w
i
1L differ.
We define the set of such positions to beDi. Note that wi−11L (k) = a and w
i
1L(k) =
b for k ∈ Di, where w(k) represents the k-th symbol of w. We define S =
{w2 ∈ W
i−1
2,even|∃k ∈ D
i wR2 (k) = b or w
R
2 (k) = c.}, where w2(k) denotes the k-
th symbol of w2. It is obvious that |S| ≥ c1|W
i−1
2,even| for some constant c1 < 1.
For w2 ∈ S, let l be the largest position in Di such that wR2 (l) = b or w
R
2 (l) = c.
We assume that wR2 (l) = b without loss of generality. We consider w
′
2 such that
w′R2 (i) = w
R
2 (i) for i 6= l and w
′R
2 (i) = c. It is obvious that w
′
2 is also in S. Then,
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either wi1Lw1R
o
∼ wR2 or w
i
1Lw1R
o
∼ w′R2 holds. This implies that a half of elements
in S cannot belong to W i2,even. Thus, |W
i
2,even| ≤ |W
i−1
2,even| −
c1
2 |W
i−1
2,even| =
c2|W
i−1
2,even|, where c2 = 1 −
c1
2 . Similar to W
1
2,even, we define W
1
2,odd, and then,
similarly, it can be shown that |W i2,odd| ≤ c|W
i−1
2,odd| for some constant c < 1.
Therefore, |W i2,even| and |W
i
2,odd| can be smaller than |W2| for i ∈ Θ(n). The
lemma follows. ⊓⊔
(Proof of Theorem 4)
We assume that there exists a classical deterministic pushdown automaton
that solves Problem I. Then, by Lemma 4, we have two input strings, wa =
w1Lw1Rw2w3L and wb = w1Lw1Rw
′
2w3L (w2, w
′
2 ∈ W2 and w3L = d
k), such that
w1
o
∼ wR2 and w1
e
∼ w′R2 . We fix w3R = d
n−k. Then, the answer only depends
on the number of distinctions between w1 and w
R
2 (or w
′R
2 ). Thus, one is YES
and the other is NO for wa and wb. However, the configurations (including the
contents of the stack and the position of the input tape head) at the moment of
reading the last symbol of w3L are the same between wa and wb if k 6= n. On
the other hand, if k = n, the state-configuration at the moment of reading the
last symbol of wa and wb are the same. Thus, both of wa and wb lead to the
same answer. This is a contradiction. ⊓⊔
5 Comparison between Quantum Pushdown Automata
with and without a Garbage Tape – Concluding
Remarks
In this paper, we showed that QPAGs are strictly more powerful than classical
pushdown automata in the setting of exact, one-sided error and nondeterministic
computation. In this section, we discuss comparison between quantum pushdown
automata with and without a garbage tape. Our conjecture is that Problem I
cannot be solved exactly by quantum pushdown automata without a garbage
tape, which is Golovkins’s model[12], since it seems to be impossible to compute
w1
e
∼ wR2 or w1
e
∼ wR3 without a garbage tape. On the other hand, in the QPAG
model, popped symbols are always stored in the garbage tape. Thus, if the con-
tents of the garbage tape are different between two computation paths, they no
longer interfere with each other. In other words, only the two computation paths
that have the same contents in the garbage tape can interfere with each other.
This might make the QPAG model less powerful than Golovkins’s model. There-
fore, we conjecture that the class of languages recognized by the two models are
incomparable. We also conjecture that even the generalized quantum pushdown
automata without a garbage tape constructed by the technique in [27] cannot
solve Problem I. At least, the generalized model of quantum pushdown automata
without a garbage tape cannot execute the algorithm in Theorem 3. This is be-
cause, although the garbage tape is in a superposition in the middle of the
computation of the algorithm, the generalized quantum pushdown automaton
cannot represent such a superposition without a garbage tape. Thus, our model
and the generalized model without a garbage tape might also be incomparable.
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Appendix A: Probabilistic Pushdown Automata
Definition 2. A probabilistic pushdown automaton (PPA) is defined as the fol-
lowing 7-tuple:
M = (Q,Σ, Γ, δ, q0, Qacc, Qrej),
where Q is a set of states, Σ is a set of input symbols including the left and the
right endmarkers {|c, $}, respectively, Γ is a set of stack symbols including the
bottom symbol Z, δ is a state transition function (δ : (Q × Σ × Γ × Q × G ∪
{ε, pop}×{0, 1}) −→ [0, 1]), where G (⊆ (Γ \{Z})+) is a finite set and (Γ \{Z})+
is the set of all nonempty strings of finite length from alphabet Γ \ {Z}, q0 is
the initial state, Qacc(⊆ Q) is the set of accepting states, and Qrej(⊆ Q) is the
set of rejecting states, where Qacc ∩Qrej = ∅. We restrict that for all q, q′, a,D,
δ(q, a, Z, q′, pop,D) = 0. ⊓⊔
δ(q, a, b, q′, w,D) = α means that the probability of the transition from q to
q′ moving the head to D with stack operation w is α when reading input symbol
a and stack symbol b. Note that for each input symbol and each stack symbol,
the sum of the weights (i.e. the probabilities) of outgoing transitions of a state
must be 1. Computation halts when it enters the accepting or rejecting states.
Appendix B: Quantum Pushdown Automata with a
Classical Stack
A quantum pushdown automata with a classical stack (QCPDA) has an input
tape to which a quantum head is attached and a classical stack to which a
classical stack top pointer is attached. A QCPDA also has a quantum finite state
control. The quantum finite state control reads the stack top symbol pointed by
the classical stack top pointer and the input symbol pointed by the quantum
head. Stack operations are determined solely by the results of measurements of
the quantum finite state control. We define QCPDAs formally as follows.
Definition 3. A quantum pushdown automaton with a classical stack (QCPDA)
is defined as the following 8-tuple:
M = (Q,Σ, Γ, δ, q0, σ,Qacc, Qrej),
where Q is a set of states, Σ is a set of input symbols including the left and the
right endmarkers {|c, $}, respectively, Γ is a set of stack symbols including the
bottom symbol Z, δ is a quantum state transition function (δ : (Q×Σ×Γ ×Q×
{0, 1}) −→ C), q0 is the initial state, σ is a function by which stack operations
are determined (σ : Q\ (Qacc∪Qrej) −→ G∪{ε, pop}), where G (⊆ (Γ \ {Z})+)
is a finite set and (Γ \ {Z})+ is the set of all nonempty strings of finite length
from alphabet Γ \{Z}, Qacc (⊆ Q) is the set of accepting states, and Qrej (⊆ Q)
is the set of rejecting states, where Qacc ∩ Qrej = ∅. We restrict that for all
q, q′, a,D, if σ(q′) = pop, then δ(q, a, Z, q′, D) = 0. ⊓⊔
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δ(q, a, b, q′, D) = α means that the amplitude of the transition from q to q′
moving the quantum head to D (D = 1 means ‘right’ and D = 0 means ‘stay’)
is α when reading input symbol a and stack symbol b. The configuration of the
quantum portion of a QCPDA is a pair (q, k), where k is the position of the
quantum head and q is in Q. It is obvious that the number of configurations of
the quantum portion is n|Q|, where n is the input length.
A superposition of the configurations of the quantum portion of a QCPDA
is any element of l2(Q× ZZn) of unit length, where ZZn = {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}. For
each configuration, we define a column vector |q, k〉 as follows:
– |q, k〉 is an n|Q| × 1 column vector.
– The row corresponding to (q, k) is 1, and the other rows are 0.
For input word x (i.e., the string on the input tape between |c and $) and stack
symbol a, we define a time evolution operator Uxa as follows:
Uxa (|q, k〉) =
∑
q′∈Q,D∈{0,1}
δ(q, x(k), a, q′, D) |q′, k +D〉 ,
where x(k) is the k-th input symbol of input x. If Uxa is unitary (for any a ∈ Γ
and for any input word x), that is, Uxa U
x†
a = U
x†
a U
x
a = I, where U
x†
a is the
transpose conjugate of Uxa , then the corresponding QCPDA is well-formed. A
well-formed QCPDA is considered valid in terms of the quantum theory. We
consider only well-formed QCPDAs.
We describe how the quantum portion and the classical stack of a QCPDA
work in the following.
Let the initial quantum state and the initial position of the head be q0 and
‘0’, respectively. We define |ψ0〉 as |ψ0〉 = |q0, 0〉. We also define Ew, Eacc and
Erej as follows:
Ew = span{|q, k〉 |σ(q) = w},
Eacc = span{|q, k〉 |q ∈ Qacc},
Erej = span{|q, k〉 |q ∈ Qrej}.
We define observable O as O = ⊕jEj , where j is ‘acc’, ‘rej’ or w ∈ G∪ {ε, pop}.
For notational simplicity, we define the outcome of a measurement corresponding
to Ej as j.
A QCPDA computation proceeds as follows:
For input word x, the quantum portion works as follows:
(a) Uxa is applied to |ψi〉. Let |ψi+1〉 = U
x
a |ψi〉, where a is the stack top symbol.
(b) |ψi+1〉 is measured with respect to the observable O = ⊕jEj . Let |φj〉 be the
projection of |ψi+1〉 to Ej . Then each outcome j is obtained with probability
| |φj〉 |2. Note that this measurement causes |ψi+1〉 to collapse to
1
||φj〉|
|φj〉,
where j is the obtained outcome. Then go to (c).
The classical stack works as follows:
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(c) Let the outcome of the measurement be j. If j is ‘acc’ (resp. ‘rej’) then it
outputs ‘accept’ (resp. ‘reject’), and the computation halts. If j is ‘ε’, then
the stack is unchanged. If j is ‘pop’, then the stack top symbol is popped.
Otherwise (j is a word in G in this case), word j is pushed. Then, go to (a)
and repeat.
Appendix C: State Transition Function of the QPAG that
Solves Problem I
We describe the state transition function of the QPAGM = (Q,Σ, Γ, δ, q0, Qacc,
Qrej) that solves Problem I in the following, where Q = {q0} ∪ {q
I,j
i , q
I,j
i |i ∈
{1, 2}, j ∈ {0, 1}} ∪ {qaccf , q
rej
f , q
−,0
f , q
−,1
f }, Σ = {a, b, c, d,#, |c, $}, Γ = {a, b,
c, Z}, the initial state is q0, Qacc = {qaccf }, and Qrej = {q
rej
f }. Note that sub-
automaton M1 (resp. M2) consists of the states {q0, q
I,0
1 , q
I,1
1 , q
O,0
1 , q
O,1
1 } (resp.
{q0, q
I,0
2 , q
I,1
2 , q
O,0
2 , q
O,1
2 }). We first describe the outline of the behavior ofM .M
consists of the following three stages:
Stage I M pushes w1 into the stack.
Stage II M1 and M2 run in a superposition.
M1 runs in a superposition of states q
I,0
1 and q
I,1
1 . M1 reads w2 and pops
the stack-top symbol one by one. If the input symbol is different from
the stack-top symbol, the current state changes from qI,x1 to q
I,x⊕1
1 (x ∈
{0, 1}), otherwise M1 stays at the same state. Then, M1 skips w3.
M2 runs in a superposition of states q
I,0
2 and q
I,1
2 . M2 skips w2. Then, M2
reads w3 and pops the stack-top symbol one by one. If the input symbol
is different from the stack-top symbol, the current state changes from
qO,x2 to q
O,x⊕1
2 (x ∈ {0, 1}), otherwise M2 stays at the same state.
Stage III M reads the right-endmarker, and then, Hadamard transform is ap-
plied to M .
We describe the state transition function below. In the following, * denotes
a wild card, which matches any of a, b, c, Z.
Stage I
δ(q0, |c, Z, q0, ε, 1) = 1,
δ(q0, a, ∗, q0, a, 1) = 1, δ(q0, b, ∗, q0, b, 1) = 1, δ(q0, c, ∗, q0, c, 1) = 1,
δ(q0,#, ∗, q
I,0
1 , ε, 1) =
1
2 , δ(q0,#, ∗, q
I,1
1 , ε, 1) = −
1
2 ,
δ(q0,#, ∗, q
I,0
2 , ε, 1) =
1
2 , δ(q0,#, ∗, q
I,1
2 , ε, 1) = −
1
2
Stage II
δ(qI,01 , a, a, q
I,0
1 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
I,0
1 , b, b, q
I,0
1 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
I,0
1 , c, c, q
I,0
1 , pop, 1) = 1,
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δ(qI,01 , a, b, q
I,1
1 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
I,0
1 , a, c, q
I,1
1 , pop, 1) = 1,
δ(qI,01 , b, a, q
I,1
1 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
I,0
1 , b, c, q
I,1
1 , pop, 1) = 1,
δ(qI,01 , c, a, q
I,1
1 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
I,0
1 , c, b, q
I,1
1 , pop, 1) = 1,
δ(qI,01 ,#, ∗, q
O,0
1 , ε, 1) = 1,
δ(qI,11 , a, a, q
I,1
1 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
I,1
1 , b, b, q
I,1
1 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
I,1
1 , c, c, q
I,1
1 , pop, 1) = 1,
δ(qI,11 , a, b, q
I,0
1 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
I,1
1 , a, c, q
I,0
1 , pop, 1) = 1,
δ(qI,11 , b, a, q
I,0
1 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
I,1
1 , b, c, q
I,0
1 , pop, 1) = 1,
δ(qI,11 , c, a, q
I,0
1 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
I,1
1 , c, b, q
I,0
1 , pop, 1) = 1,
δ(qI,11 ,#, ∗, q
O,1
1 , ε, 1) = 1,
δ(qO,01 , a, Z, q
O,0
1 , ε, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,0
1 , b, Z, q
O,0
1 , ε, 1) = 1,
δ(qO,01 , c, Z, q
O,0
1 , ε, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,0
1 , d, Z, q
O,0
1 , ε, 1) = 1,
δ(qO,11 , a, Z, q
O,1
1 , ε, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,1
1 , b, Z, q
O,1
1 , ε, 1) = 1,
δ(qO,11 , c, Z, q
O,1
1 , ε, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,1
1 , d, Z, q
O,1
1 , ε, 1) = 1,
δ(qI,02 , a, ∗, q
I,0
2 , ε, 1) = 1, δ(q
I,0
2 , b, ∗, q
I,0
2 , ε, 1) = 1, δ(q
I,0
2 , c, ∗, q
I,0
2 , ε, 1) = 1,
δ(qI,02 ,#, ∗, q
O,0
2 , ε, 1) = 1,
δ(qI,12 , a, ∗, q
I,1
2 , ε, 1) = 1, δ(q
I,1
2 , b, ∗, q
I,1
2 , ε, 1) = 1, δ(q
I,1
2 , c, ∗, q
I,1
2 , ε, 1) = 1,
δ(qI,12 ,#, ∗, q
O,1
2 , ε, 1) = 1,
δ(qO,02 , a, a, q
O,0
2 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,0
2 , b, b, q
O,0
2 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,0
2 , c, c, q
O,0
2 , pop, 1) = 1,
δ(qO,02 , a, b, q
O,1
2 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,0
2 , a, c, q
O,1
2 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,0
2 , a, d, q
O,1
2 , pop, 1) = 1,
δ(qO,02 , b, a, q
O,1
2 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,0
2 , b, c, q
O,1
2 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,0
2 , b, d, q
O,1
2 , pop, 1) = 1,
δ(qO,02 , c, a, q
O,1
2 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,0
2 , c, b, q
O,1
2 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,0
2 , c, d, q
O,1
2 , pop, 1) = 1,
δ(qO,12 , a, a, q
O,1
2 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,1
2 , b, b, q
O,1
2 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,1
2 , c, c, q
O,1
2 , pop, 1) = 1,
δ(qO,12 , a, b, q
O,0
2 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,1
2 , a, c, q
O,0
2 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,1
2 , a, d, q
O,0
2 , pop, 1) = 1,
δ(qO,12 , b, a, q
O,0
2 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,1
2 , b, c, q
O,0
2 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,1
2 , b, d, q
O,0
2 , pop, 1) = 1,
δ(qO,12 , c, a, q
O,0
2 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,1
2 , c, b, q
O,0
2 , pop, 1) = 1, δ(q
O,1
2 , c, d, q
O,0
2 , pop, 1) = 1,
Stage III
δ(qO,01 , $, Z, q
−,0
f , ε, 1) =
1
2 , δ(q
O,0
1 , $, Z, q
acc
f , ε, 1) =
1
2 ,
δ(qO,01 , $, Z, q
−,1
f , ε, 1) =
1
2 , δ(q
O,0
1 , $, Z, q
rej
f , ε, 1) =
1
2 ,
δ(qO,11 , $, Z, q
−,0
f , ε, 1) =
1
2 , δ(q
O,1
1 , $, Z, q
acc
f , ε, 1) = −
1
2 ,
δ(qO,11 , $, Z, q
−,1
f , ε, 1) =
1
2 , δ(q
O,1
1 , $, Z, q
rej
f , ε, 1) = −
1
2 ,
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δ(qO,02 , $, Z, q
−,0
f , ε, 1) = −
1
2 , δ(q
O,0
2 , $, Z, q
acc
f , ε, 1) = −
1
2 ,
δ(qO,02 , $, Z, q
−,1
f , ε, 1) =
1
2 , δ(q
O,0
2 , $, Z, q
rej
f , ε, 1) =
1
2 ,
δ(qO,12 , $, Z, q
−,0
f , ε, 1) = −
1
2 , δ(q
O,1
2 , $, Z, q
acc
f , ε, 1) =
1
2 ,
δ(qO,12 , $, Z, q
−,1
f , ε, 1) =
1
2 , δ(q
O,1
2 , $, Z, q
rej
f , ε, 1) = −
1
2 ,
It is straightforward to see that the corresponding time evolution operator can
be extended to be unitary.
Remark
The reason why we can use the same technique as in Theorem 3.1 of [18] even
though our model and the model used in [18] seems incomparable is the following.
When the stack-top symbol is popped, it is always written in the garbage tape
in our model. This makes an entanglement between the stack contents and the
garbage tape. Sometimes, this can be an unwanted behavior and make our model
weaker than the model in [18]. However, in our algorithm shown in the proof
of Theorem 3, the contents of the garbage tape at the moment of reading the
right-endmarker can be the same between the two sub-automata. Therefore, the
stack contents and the garbage tape are separable at the moment of reading the
right-endmarker, which causes no problem when using the same technique in
Theorem 3.1 of [18].
